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Review text:

Let λ = {λn}, µ = {µn} be two positive sequences increasing to infinity; such sequences

are called speeds. A sequence of functions {fn(t)} in the space M(a, b) of measurable

functions on an interval [a, b] is said to be λ mes µ-convergent to f(t) on [a, b] if lim
n→∞

λn

mes {t : µn|fn(t)− f(t)} = α} exists for each positive number α; if µn = 1 for each n, then

the sequence {fn} is said to be λ mes convergent to f(t). The sequence is said to be mes

λ-convergent to f if for each positive number αlimn→∞ mes {t : λn|fn(t)− f(t)| ≥ α} = 0,

if λn = 1 for each n the sequence {fn(t)} converges in measure to f(t). The set of mes

λ-convergent (λ mes-convergent, λ mes µ-convergent) sequences in M(a, b) is denoted by

cmesλ(cλmes, cλmesµ); the set of sequences mesλ-convergent, λ mes convergent, λ mes µ

convergent to 0) is denoted by co
mesλ(co

λmes, c
o
λmesµ). The set of λ-convergent sequences

is denoted by cλ. If the sequence {fn} is mesλ-convergent (λ mes-convergent, λ mes µ-

convergent, µ mes λ-convergent, λ mes λ-convergent for each speed λ), then {fn} is said

to be mes ∞-convergent (∞ mes-convergent, ∞ mes µ-convergent, µ mes ∞-convergent, ∞

mes ∞-convergent). The symbol cmes∞ (c∞mes, cλmes∞, c∞mesλ, c∞mes∞) denotes the set

of mes∞-convergent (∞ mes-convergent, λ mes ∞-convergent ∞ mes λ-convergent, ∞ mes

∞-convergent) sequences in M(a, b). It is shown that the sequence {fn} is in co
λmes∞ iff

lim
n→∞

λn mes (support fn) = 0. The sequence {fn} is in co
∞mes∞ iff there exists a natural

number n0 such that for n > n0 f(t) vanishes almost everywhere on [a, b].

Let A = (ank) be a summation matrix which transforms a sequence {fn} into a sequence

{gn}, where {gn} = A{f}n = {
∑

∞

n=0
ankfk}. The matrix A transforms sequences in co

mes∞

into sequences in co
µmes iff there exists a natural number M such that ank = 0 for n > M ,

k > M . The matrix A transforms sequences in cmesλ into sequences in cmesµ iff it transforms

sequences in cλ into sequences in cµ and there exists a natural number L such that each row

of A has less than L non-zero elements.
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